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“Expansion and Impacts of Gentrification along Chicago’s Milwaukee Avenue” 

 

Illinois Geographical Society Research Grant Project Summary 

John Kostelnick and Courtney Tyler,  

Illinois State University 

 

Funding provided by the Illinois Geographical Society (IGS) Research Grant allowed project 

investigators to complete important tasks related to their research on gentrification along 

Milwaukee Avenue in Chicago. Specifically, IGS funds supported field work activities for the 

project, including mapping gentrified/closed businesses along the Avenue and 

interviews/surveys of local residents. Project funds were used to cover Amtrak and CTA “L” 

train transportation for five trips to Chicago by project investigators that occurred from 

February through April in 2015.   

 

In order to characterize the expansion of gentrification along Milwaukee Avenue, a 

classification system consisting of eight types of businesses typical of gentrification was 

developed. Next, project investigators used mobile mapping equipment to map over 140 

gentrified businesses along the 2.5 mile stretch of Milwaukee Avenue in the study area (Figure 

1). In addition, over 60 closed businesses were mapped to provide a measure of future places 

that might undergo gentrification. Collectively, these maps provide a measure of the progress 

and process of gentrification along the Avenue. Neighborhood resident perspectives about the 

impacts of gentrification were collected through an online survey and in-person interviews. 

Field trip visits to Milwaukee Avenue were essential for recruiting survey and interview 

participants. Seventeen participants completed an online survey and five in-person interviews 

were conducted. Interview and survey participants identified both positive and negative 

impacts of gentrification. Positive impacts include lower crime, new construction and 

remodeling of existing buildings, newer businesses, and improvements to public transportation. 

Negative impacts include increasing rents, higher traffic, pressures on immigrant communities 

to leave the neighborhood, and a general loss of cultural diversity in the neighborhood.   

 

Research project results were presented at the Illinois Geographical Society annual meeting in 

Normal, IL, on May 1 in a presentation entitled “Expansion and Impacts of Gentrification along 

Chicago’s Milwaukee Avenue.” Another presentation was given at the annual meeting of the 

Association of American Geographers (AAG) in Chicago in April 2015. In addition, project 

investigators led a field trip along Milwaukee Avenue for the AAG meeting, which included an 

opportunity to share gentrification project results with field trip participants.   

 

All map and interview data collected as part of the field work are currently undergoing final 

analysis and preparation for incorporation into two manuscripts, both of which will be 

submitted to geography journals. One of these manuscripts will be targeted to the Illinois 

Geographer.  
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Figure 1. Gentrified businesses by type along Milwaukee Avenue.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


